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} March 12, 1996

i

MEMORANDUM T0: Attached Distribution List

h FROM: Robert C. Jones, Chief
i Reactor Systems Branch
i Division of Systems Safety and Analysis
:
; SUBJECT: SLOW FIVE PERCENT SCRAM INSERTION TIMES CAUSED BY VIT0N

DIAPHRAGMS IN SCRAM SOLEN 0ID PILOT VALVES

The purpose of this memorandum is to alert addressees to the recent and on-
going NRR and BWR licensee actions regarding the. exhaust Viton diaphrages in
scram solenoid pilot valves (SSPV). This memorandum is for information only;
similar occurrences may affect plants in your region. The staff does not

,

expect any additional action from.the regions, although ~ some implications may
arise due to the guidance discussed .selow.

.Information Notice 96-07 was issued on January 26, 1996, and discussed recent
occurrences of slower scram insertion times to notch 46, 5 percent insertioa,
at two BWR plants. General Electric (GE), Automatic Switch Company (ASCO),
and the licensee for Vermont Yankee have determined that the slow times
resulted from adherence of the exhaust Viton diaphragm to the bras *; valve seat
in ' the Dual-type SSPVs. Viton diaphragms, or a combination of Viton and Buna-
N diaphragas, are installed in the SSPVs of most BWR-2, BWR-3, BWR-4, and some
BWR-5 plants. Several BWR plants have noted the trend toward slower scram
insertion times to notch 46 after about 6 months in. service. Most recently,
Brunswick Unit 1 exceeded its technical specification core-wide average limit

- for 5 percent insertion as an outcome of this problem.
.

|
As a result of these events, NRR contacted the BWROG and requested that an
evaluation of the safety implications of the slower scram times be performed.
In response to NRR's request, the BWROG activated'its Regulatory Response
Group (RRG) to-evaluate the safety significance, develop guidance for BWROG
members, and' resolve the problems with the exhaust Viton diaphragms. The
BWROG RRG's evaluation of the slower scram insertion times to notch 46
determined that the safety significance was small but realized that degraded
performance of the SSPVs was occurring.

The F 'ROG RRG issued interim recommendations to address the Viton SSPV
response time delay issue on February 16, 1996. These interim recommendations j
only. apply to BWR plants that use Dual-type SSPVs with Viton exhaust j
diaphrages, not_BWR-4, BWR-5, and BWR-6 plants with the T-type SSPVs. 1
Furthermore, the interim recommendations supplement the requirements in each J

utility's current technical specifications. .The RRG advocated that the

interim recommendations be implement.d within 30 days, if practical, but no [[- 7longer than 60 days from issue of their letter. The RRG guidance is as
follows: j

1) Every 60 days of power operation, perform control rod scram times l
testing on a reference sample of at least 5 percent of the number of
Viton SSPV control rods in the core, but no less than 5 rods.
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| 2) Every 120 days:of power operation, perform control rod scram time
testing on a representative sample of at least 10 percent of the number

: of.Viton SSPV control rods in the core and 10 percent of the number of
Buna-N SSPV control rods in the ccn e. This is in addition to the 60 day.
testing.

i The results of these. tests are then used to calculate a weighted core
average scram time for 5 percent insertion. If,this weighted average is j

! greater than the current technical specification limit for 5' percent '

insertion scram time, then the action required by the currcnt technical:

specifications should be taken.
5

; 3) Perform a functional . test of the alternate Rod Insertion (ARI) logic and
valves once per cycle.-,.

)
'

The RRG recommended that any rod in the sample with a 5 percent scram
insertion time greater than 0.49 second should be declared inoperable / slow. I

;

j Additionally, the recommended weighted core average scram time uses only the !j scram time data from the reference and representative samples to determine the
icore average 5 percent insertion scram time. '

,

Several implications may arise if licensees choose to follow the RRGi

recommendations. These may include on-line replacement of exhaust Viton
|

; diaphrages, replacement of diaphragms without testing, and potential plant |
: shutdowns due to weighted. core average scram time results. At this time, NRR '

| does not have a concern with replacements of diaphragms in the HCUs at power
; as.long as the technical specifications are followed. Technical
i specifications allow for a certain number of rods to be inoperable during

power operations; therefore, replacements of diaphragms at power should not be,

; a problem as'long as the technical specification requirements are not

i.
exceeded. Additionally, the weighted core average proposed by the RRG may be
different than some licensee's interpretation of core-wide average in their

j technical specifications. This change in definition may prompt some licensees
to shutdown per their technical specifications.;

,

| Two plants in Region I, FitzPatrick and Nine Mile Point 1, have recently
performed scram time testing under the RRG recommendations. Both plants

'

exhibited increased 5 percent scram insertion time due to the exhaust Viton4

.diaphrages. Currently, the only options available to the industry are to;

t replace the exhaust Viton diaphragms with new Viton diaphragms or Buna-N, if
j- available,-which should restore the performance of the SSPV for the short

term.
,

. Attachment: BWROG-96012-30, R.A. Pinelli to BWROG Executives, BWROG RRG-

i Interin Reconnendstfons, Viton CR0 SSPV Response Tine Delay, February 16~,
l- 1996.
j DOCUMENT NAME: G:\VITON-IN.RGN n

T3,seelve a copy of this docusment, knesses in the hon: "C' = Copy without ettechmentlenel)ppre *E* = Copy with ettausnent/ enclosure *N* = No copy
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y" t UNITED STATES
! j NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

.

*
t WASHINGTON, D C. 20555 4001

% March 12, 1996
.

MEMORANDUM T0: Attach,ed Distribution List
...q -

FROM: Robert C; Jones, Chief
Reactor Systems Branch
Division of Systems Safety and Analysis

SUBJECT: SLOW FIVE PERCENT SCRAM INSERTION TIMES CAUSED BY VIT0N
DIAPHRAGMS IN SCRAM S0LEN0ID PILOT VALVES

J

|

The purpose of this memorandum is to alert addressees to the recent and on-4

going NRR and BWR licensee actions regarding the exhaust Viton diaphragms in4

scram solenoid pilot valves (SSPV). This memorandum is for information only;
similar occurrences may affect plants in your region. The staff does not
expect any additional action from the regions, although some implications may
arise due to the guidance discussed below.-

Information Notice 96-07 was issued on January 26, 1996, and discussed recent
'

i occurrences of slower scram insertion times to notch 46, 5 percent insertion,
at two BWR plants. General Electric (GE), Automatic Switch Company (ASCO),,

and the licensee for Vermont Yankee have determined that the slow times
4

resulted from adherence of the exhaust Viton diaphragm to the brass valve seat
in the Dual-type SSPVs. Viton diaphragms, or a combination of Viton and Buna- I

. N diaphragms, are installed in the SSPVs of most BWR-2, BWR-3, BWR-4, and some'
BWR-F, plants. Several BWR plants have noted the trend toward slower scram
insr.rtion times to notch 46 after about 6 months in service. Most recently,*

Brunswick Unit 1 exceeded its technical specification coreowide average limit
for 5 percent insertion as an outcome of this problem.

;

; As a result of these events, NRR contacted the BWROG and requested that an
evaluation of the safety implications of the slower scram times be performed.
in response to NRR's request, the BWROG activated its Regulatory Response

'

: Group (RRG) to evaluate the safety significance, develop guidance for BWROG
members, and resolve the problems with the exhaust Viton diaphragms. The

'

BWROG RRG's evaluation of the slower scram insertion times to notch 46
determined that the safety significance was small but realized.that degraded
performance of the SSPVs was occurring.

.

The BWROG RRG issued interim recommendations to address the Viton SSPV -

response time delay issue on February 16, 1996. These interim recommendations
only apply to BWR plants that use Dual-type SSPVs with Viton exhaust

'

diaphragms, not BWR-4, BWR-5, and BWR-6 plants with the T-type SSPVs.
Furthermore, the interim recommendations supplement the requirements in each

j utility's current technical specifications. The RRG advocated that the
interim recommendations be implemented within 30 days, if practical, but no
longer than 60 days from issue of their letter. The RRG guidance is as
follows:

1) Every 60 days of power operation, perform control rod scram times.

; testing on a reference sample of at least 5 percent of the number of
Viton SSPV control rods in the core, but no less than 5 rods.

!
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2) .Every 120 days of power. operation . perform control rod scram time
testing on a representative sample of at least 10 percent of the number
of.Viton SSPV control rods in the core and 10 percent of the. number of

'Buna-N SSPV control rods in the cure. . This is in addition to the 60 day
testing.

The results of- these tests are then;used to calculate a weighted core ,

average scram time for 5 percent insertion. If this weighted average is -

greater. than the. current technical specification limit for 5 percent
insertion scram time, then the action required by the current technical

- specifications should be-taken.

3) Perform a functional-test of the Alternate Rod Insertion (ARI) logic ~ and
valves once per cycle.

The RRG recommended that any rod in the sample with a 5 percent. scram
;. insertion time greater than 0.49 second shop 1d be declared inoperable / slow.
| Additionally, the recommended weighted core-average scram time uses only the
!- scram time data from the reference and representative samples to-determine the
i core average 5 percent insertion scram time.

i' Several implications may arise if licensees choose to follow the RRG
recommendations. These may include on-line replacement of exhaust Viton
diaphragms, replacement of diaphragms without testing, and potential plant
shutdowns due to weighted core average scram time results.- At this time, NRR>

.- _does not.have a concern with replacements of diaphragms in the HCUs at power
as long as the technical specificat. ions are followed. Technical:

specifications allow for a certain number of rods to be inoperable during
; power operations; therefore, replacements of diaphragms at power should not be
| .a-problem as long as the technical specification requirements are not
; exceeded. Additionally, the weighted. core average proposed.by the RRG may be
: different than some licensee's interpretation of core-wide average in their

technical specifications. This change in definition may prompt some licensees,

; to shutdown per their technical specifications.
3

Twc plants in Region I, FitzPatrick and Nine Mile Point 1, have recently.

performed scrasi time testing under the RRG recommendations. Both plants
'

exhibited increased 5 percent scram insertion time due to the exhaust Viton
diaphrages. Currently, the only options available to.the industry are to-

' replace the exhaust Viton diaphragms with new Viton diaphragms or Buna-N, if
available, which should restore the performance of the SSPV for the short

,

term..

!-
!

Technical Contacts: . Kerri Kavanagh, SRXB
David Skeen, OECB
Patricia Campbell, EMEB

Attachment: BWROG-96012-30, R.A. Pinelli to BWROG Executives, BWROG RRG
Interin Reconnendstions, Viton CRD SSPV Response Tine Delay, February 16,
1996.
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S A OWNERS' GROUP
Hevin P. Donovon. Chcirmen

Tel: (216) 280-5545
re m6>28asm,

do Centerior Energy * Perry Nudeor Pcwer Plent * Moil Code A210 * 10 Ce t
BWROG-96013-30 n er Road Perry, OH 44081
Februaq 16,1996
Project No: 691

Document Control Desk
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Attention:
Mr. James H. Wilson, Associate Director-

Standardization Project Directorate

Subject:

Group Regarding Viton CRD SSPV Response Time DelayInterim Recommendations of BWR Owners' Group Regulatoq Response

Enclosure:

BWROG-96012-30 R. A. Pinelli to BWROG Executives BWROGRRGIRecommendations, Viton CRD SSPVResponse TimeDelay, Februaq 16 1996ntenm,

The enclosure to this letter provides a copy of the BWR Owners' Group R
, .

Response Time Delay issue. The enclosure has been sent to the BWROG EResponse Group (RRG) Interim Recommendations regarding the Viton CRD SSPV
egulatory

completing Item No. 7 of the RRG Interim Action Plan: xecutives, thus

"Make recommendations for accelerated scram timing frequency
the intedm pedod until the long-term solution is implemented "(if required) and expanded sample size (if required) for utilities to implement in

.

The material contained in this letter and the attachment has been endorsubstantial munber of the members of the RRG; however, it hould not be intesed by a

a commitment of any individual BWROG member to a specific course ofrpreted as

the member's position. member must formally endorse the RRG position in order for that position to baction. Each
ecome

George Stramback (GENE) at (408) 925-1913.If there are any NRC questions about the enclosure, please contact the undersigned or

Vey truly yours,

k'
Robert A. Pinelli, Chairma
Regulatory Response Group
BWR Owners' Group
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February 16,1996
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Page 2!

!

Enclosure
! GBS-96 3/ RAP /gbs

BWROG Regulatory Response Group (w/o enclosure)cc:

BWROG Primary Representatives (w/o)
K. P. Donovan, BWROG Chairman (w/o) J. E. Dale GENE (w/o) )

,

T.J. Rausch, BWROG Vice-Chairman (w/o) G. L. Sozzi GENE (w/o) !R. Grazio, CP&L(w/o) S.J. Stark GENE (w/o)i~
G. Hengerle, YAEC/W (w/o) G. B. Stramback GENE (w/o)A. C. Thadani, NRC/NRR

H. P. Williams GENE (w/o)D. L Skeen, NRC/NRR A. MacKinney NEI

i

|
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B E'E OWNERS' GROUP I*SE!E$$I
Kev'a P. Donovon. Chairmca

c/o Cen:erior Energy a Perry Nudeor Power Plant * Mail Code A210 = 10 Center Road = Perry, OH 44081

BWROG-96012-30
February 16,1996

To: BWR Owners' Group Executives
'

Subject: Interim Recommendations of BWR Owners' Group Re5alatory Response
Group Regarding Viton CRD SSPV Response Time Delay

References: 1) BWROG-96006 30. R. A. Pinelli to BWROG Executives & Prunary
Representatives, Activation ofBWR Owners' Group Regulaton Response3

Group Regarding Viton CRD SSPVResponse Time Delas, February 1,
1996.

2) BWROG-96005, R. A. Pinelli to Ashok C. Thadani, BWR Owners'
Group Transmittal ofRegulatory Response Group Intaim Safety Auessment
and Intenm Action Plan Schedula, February 2,1996.

s

Enclosure: RRG Intenm Recommendations Viton CRD SSPVResponse limeDday

The enclosed information is the BWR Owners' Group (BWROG) Regulatory Response
Group (RRG) interim recommendations to address the "Viton CRD SSPV Response Tirne
Delay" issue. It represents the RRG interim recommendations as comminad in Action
Item 7 of the RRG " Interim Action Plan," which was provided to you as an attachment in
Reference 1. These recommendations also will be provided to the NRC on Febmary 16,
1996.

These recommendations have been reviewed and approved by the RRG. Also, the/ aveh
been reviewed by the Reactivity Controls Review Committee (RCRC) of the BWROG. In
addition to you providing :his information to your Plant Manager (s), the RCRC
recommended that the addressees process these recommendations through their
utilities' Operating Experience Review / Corrective Action Programs.

One of the objectives of these recommendations is to quickly gain additional data to
correctly characterize the near term performance of the Dual-type scram solenoid pilot
valves (SSPVs) with Viton exhaust diaphragms. Unexpectedly, these valves have exhibited
delayed response time performance at seveml plants during their early installed service
lifetime. Because of the apparent wide variation in reported performance results, it is
considered prudent to collect and evaluate significant quantities of near term data.

The second objective is to determine the short to long term performance of the SSPVs
with Viton exhaust diaphragms, so that recommendations can be made for ultimate

__ _
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BWROG 96012-30
February 16,1996
Page 2

resolution.- Modification, reduction or elimination of the these interim
recommendations will be provided as soon as is practical.

These interim recommendations only apply to BWRs that use Dual type SSPVs with Viton
exhaust diaphragms, not to BWRs with the T-type SSPVs.

The RRG recommends implementation of these recommendations within 30 days, if
practical, but not later than 60 days from issue of this letter. Initially, it is anticipated that
six months ofindividual plant data may be necessary to support both a near tenn and a .
long term recommendation as to the resolution of this issue. The data from the
increased testing will be evaluated to help support this detennination.

The recommendations have come from considering a combination of the Interic Safety
Assessment (Reference 2) and examples from existing Tech Specs and the Improved
Tech Spec. (ITS). The selection of the 60 dav ame period was taken from existing Tech
Specs regarding appropriate actions taken when " degraded conditions" may exist. The
selection of the representative samples should be done on a " rotating basis," which is the
tenn utilized in the present older Tech Specs.

While there may be plant unique alternatives, including analyses, used to demonstrate
meeting the intent of these interim recommendations, it is each utility's responsibility to
demonstrate the bases for such alternative actions.

If there are any questions, please contact the undersigned or George Stramback
'(GENE) at (408) 925-1913.

Very truly youn,
,

$.Qf-
Robert A. Pinelli, Chairman
Regulatory Response Group
BWR Owners' Group

Enclosures.
GBS 96-3/ RAP /gbs

cc: BWROG Primary Representatives J. E. Dale GENE
BWROG Regulatory Response Group G. L. Sozzi GENT
K. P. Donovan. BWROG Chairman S.J. Stark GENT
T.J. Rausch, BWROG Vice-Chairman G. B. Stramback GEh1
Bob Grazio, CP&L H. P. Williams GENE
G. Hengerle, YAEC/VY
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RRG Interim Recommendations
Viton CRD SSPV Response Time Delay

BWROG RRG recommendation to the BWR plants with Dual-
,

type SSPVs containing Viton exhaust diaphragms. !

!
The BWROG RRG is recommending that. in addition to complying with the |
current Tech Specs, utilities supplement those requirements with the following
interim recommendations: [See the definitions below for the terms in bold caps.]

i

[ Note: There may be plant unique alternatives, including analyses, used to
demonstrate meeting the intent of these interim recommendations; however, it is
each utility's responsibility to demonstrate the bases for such alternative actions.)

|

REERIM RECOMMENDATIONS

1) Every 60 days of power operatio . perform control rod scram time testing on
a REFERENCE SAMPLE OF "VITON SSPV CONTROL RODS".

If the 5% insertion scram time for any rod in the REFERENCEa.

SAMPLE OF "VITON SSPV CONTROL RODS" is greater than 0.49
second, then declare the respective rod (s) " inoperable / slow".

b. Use the scram time data to determine the degradation rate to predict
the point at which preventative maintenance should be performed.

2) Every 120 days of power operation, perform control rod scram time testing
on a REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF "VITON SSPV CONTROL RODS"
and a REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF "BUNA-N SSPV CONTROL
RODS". [This item is in addition to performing the testing in item 1 above.]

If the 5% insertion scram time for any rod is greater than 0.49 second,a.

then declare the respective rod (s) " inoperable / slow". [ Plants with ITS,
must meet all the single rod scram times specified in their Tech Specs.]

b. [This item only is for plants which are required to calculate a core
average scram time.]
Use this information to calculate a WEIGHTED CORE AVERAGE
SCRAM TIME for 5% insertion scram time. If this weighted average is
greater than the current Tech Spec limit for 5% insertion scram time,
then take the action required by the current Tech Specs.

3) Perform a functional test of the /.iternate Rod Insertion (ARI) logic and
valves once per cycle.

GBS-96-3-RRG_ rec 5. doc 1
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RRG Interim ReCOnunendations :

Viton CRD SSPV Response Time Delay

DEFINITIONS i

:

i i

! REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF "BUNA-N SSPV CONTROL RODS" !
)

A representative sample of"Buna-N SSPV control rods" consists of at least
10% of all rods in the core controlled by SSPVs containing Buna-N
diaphragms. [ Plants with Improved Tech Specs should follow their Tech
Spec definidon of" representative sample".)

REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF "VITON SSPV CONTROL RODS"

A representative sample of "Viton SSPV control rods" consists of at least 10%
of all rods in the core controlled by SSPVs containing Viton exhaust:

| diaphragms with no more than 20% of the sample " inoperable / slow". If
more than 20% of the sample are de bred to be " inoperable / slow", then test
additional rods until this 20% criterion is satisfied. [This is consistent with
the current definition of" representative sample" as defined in the bases of
the ITS.]

| Note: The representative samples identified in the two definitions above
! are not meant to be an additional 10% over existing 10% Tech

Spec requirements.
!

REFERENCE SAMPLE OF "VITON SSPV CONTROL RODS"

The reference sample is in addition to the REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE and j
consists of at least 5 % of the number of"Viton SSPV control rods" in the ;

i- core, but no less than 5 rods. This sample is for early warning (that scram '

times may exceed the limits) purposes and should be selected to be - )
representative of the BOC distribution of the Viton rod scram times. The '

specific rods in this sample remain fixed throughout the cycle unless it is
necessary to declare one of these rods " inoperable / slow". In this case
another rod should be selected and included as part of the reference sample
in the remaining "60 day" surveillances.

WEIGHTED CORE AVERAGE SCRAM TIME

When evaluating the 120 day scram times use both the individual control rod
scram time data from the representative sample and the reference sample to
detern;ine the core average 5% insertion scram time as folle s:

| Weighted Core Average = [ T, x N, + T x N ] / (N, + N, ),y y

i

!

GBS-96-S RRG_ rec 5. doc 2
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RRG. Interim Recommendations
Viton CRD SSPV Response Time Delay

where
T= Average of the most recent scram times for the "Buna-N SSPV

control rods"
T= Average scram time for the current sample of"Viton SSPVy

control rods" (representative sample plus reference sample)
N,. = total number of"Viton SSPV control rods"in the core
N,= total number of"Buna-N SSPV control rods" in the core

Note: The term " inoperable / slow"is used to acknowledge the difference
in the terminology used in the old Standard Tech Specs verses the
ITS. To ensure the appropriate corrective actions are taken, plants
operating with ITS should " declare the rods slow" while all others
should " declare the rods inoperable".

t

.

.

|
.

GBS 96 3-RRG_ rec 5. doc 3


